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Abstract— We present in-vitro sensing of glucose using a newly developed efficient optical fiber glucose sensor based on a Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC) tipped polymer optical fiber (POF). A batch of 9 CPC tipped POF sensors with a 35 mm fiber length is shown to have an enhanced fluorescence pickup efficiency with an average increment factor of 1.7 as compared to standard POF sensors with a plane cut fiber tip. In-vitro measurements for two glucose concentrations (40 and 400 mg/dL) confirm that the CPC tipped sensors efficiently can detect both glucose concentrations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the World Health Organization, diabetes will be the 7th leading cause of death in 2030 [1]. Diabetes is a disease that prevents patients from controlling the glucose level and, if untreated or improperly managed, leads to a variety of complications, such as a slow damage of both the small and large vessels in the body [2]. Both a too high (hyperglycemia) and a too low (hypoglycemia) glucose level over extended periods can cause chronic complications [3]. Insulin is a hormone that regulates the blood glucose levels and proper insulin delivery based on continuous glucose monitoring is extremely important for diabetes patients. This requires a low-cost, accurate (as defined clinically by error grid analysis [4]) and bio-compatible sensor, which is easy to operate and can be placed in the patient body for frequent or continuous glucose measurements.

Recently the interest in fluorescence based fiber-optical sensors has increased, as they can be used for measuring various physical and biological quantities, such as aluminum ions [5], glucose [3,6,7], α-streptavidin and α-CRP antibodies [8-10], and salmonella bacteria [11]. A special type of these sensors uses so-called FRET ( Förster Resonance energy transfer) as the sensing mechanism [3,6,7,11,12]. FRET is an intermolecular phenomenon of radiation less energy transfer between an excited donor fluorophore and a proximal ground state acceptor (a fluorophore or a dye) through a long range dipole-dipole interaction [13] and it can be used for the measurement of intermolecular distances in the range of Ångströms (10-100Å) [14]. Two main fiber-based FRET sensor configurations exist, which is binding the FRET pair to the surface of the fiber and use evanescent-wave excitation [11] or bonding a compartment to the fiber tip, which contains the FRET pair in solution [3,6,15].

FRET based fiber-optical biosensors for continuous glucose monitoring have been proposed by several groups [3,6,7] as an alternative to the electrochemical sensors [16,17]. Compared to electrochemical sensors, which consume glucose for sensing, the FRET based sensors are affinity based and equilibrium driven, which results in their sensitivity being independent on the rate of glucose diffusion [6]. In addition they do not produce auto-destructive side products, such as hydrogen peroxide, which is a problem in for example first generation electrochemical sensors, where glucose is measured by hydrogen peroxide quantification based on its electrochemical oxidation on metal based electrodes [18-20].

One limitation for FRET based sensors in general is, however, that they suffer from a low signal to noise ratio [21], which can affect their accuracy and the lower limit of detectable analyte concentration. For evanescent-wave sensing the overlap between the excitation light and FRET pairs can be increased by tapering the fiber tip to increase the evanescent light [11], but that does necessarily increase the pick-up efficiency [22] and thereby the signal-to-noise ratio. For the FRET-based fiber-optical sensors using a compartment bonded to the end of the fiber, the problem can be overcome by increasing the numerical aperture of the fiber tip to improve both the excitation and the fluorescence pickup efficiency. One way to do this is to shape the fiber tip as a compound parabolic concentrator (CPC). The CPC is widely
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used in solar energy systems and many other applications where concentration of light from a highly divergent source is required, and was recently demonstrated to be applicable also for fluorescence based POF biosensors [15]. The CPC geometry in 2 dimensions is shown in Figure 1(a) and its more detailed description can be found in the literature [23]. The CPC fiber tip conserves the etendue [23], which means that the numerical aperture at the output is increased due to the reduced output aperture. As the fluorescence is emitted isotopically, increasing the numerical aperture of the fiber tip, will allow it to capture more light compared to the plane cut fiber tip.

Both silica optical fibers [3] and polymer optical fibers (POFs) [6] have been used for FRET-based glucose sensing, but POFs have several advantages such as an inherent biocompatibility and good flexibility [24], where broken silica fibers obviously would be hazardous for the body. Neither FRET-based silica fiber nor POF glucose sensors have been optimized by tip shaping.

In our previous work [15], we made CPC tipped POF sensors and evaluated their fluorescence light pick-up efficiency by using a dummy sensor configuration [see Figure 1(b)], in which they sensed the fluorescence of a real glucose assay in a tube, which is not glucose permeable. These initial results confirmed that CPC fiber tips can indeed increase the fluorescence signal pick-up efficiency by a factor of 1.7 compared to a standard plane-cut fiber tip, even using a non-optimal fiber length. However, it is important to verify that the improved CPC tipped POFs can be used in a real glucose sensor by in-vitro experiments. Several complications make this non-trivial, e.g., can the assay containing membrane be properly bonded to a non-uniform fiber tip with a localized increase in the fiber diameter [see Figure 1(c)] and how well can the assay concentration be controlled in the sensor manufacturing process? In this paper we report the results of such in-vitro glucose sensor experiments.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Glucose Sensor

The glucose sensor consists of a POF bonded to a glucose permeable membrane to make a compartment in which the fluorescence assay chemistry is filled. The permeable membrane allows the diffusion of glucose molecules into the chemistry when placed in a glucose solution. The glucose sensor and assay chemistry are shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The assay consists of a glucose binding protein and a glucose analog (green chain) labelled with a fluorophore (Alexa fluor 594: $\lambda_{\text{excitation}} = 590\text{nm}$, $\lambda_{\text{emission}} = 618\text{nm}$) (orange dots) and a crystal violet dye (blue dots), respectively, which make a FRET pair. The glucose analog competes with the glucose on binding to the protein and eventually the system reaches an equilibrium, which correlates to the glucose concentration. The equilibrium state of the assay is optically interrogated by measuring the intensity of the emitted fluorescence. Low glucose concentration results in close proximity of the glucose binding protein (labelled with a fluorophore) and the glucose analog (labelled with a dye), which will lead to a high degree of FRET between the labelled fluorophore and dye and thus a lower fluorescence intensity. High concentration of the glucose in the assay will result in low FRET, which will lead to high fluorescence intensity, as shown in Figure 2(c).

The measured intensity of the emitted fluorescence will depend on the intensity of the light source and the coupling between the assay and the optical system. A reference fluorophore (Alexa fluor 700: $\lambda_{\text{excitation}} = 633 - 647\text{nm}$, $\lambda_{\text{emission}} = 723\text{nm}$), which is unaffected by the glucose concentration, is therefore included in the assay to eliminate any unwanted fluctuations due to this dependency. The ratio between the assay and reference fluorescence is used to determine the glucose concentration.
C. Compound Parabolic Concentrator

The POF was a commercial medical grade Super ES KA PMMA fiber with a 240 µm core diameter and a 250 µm outer diameter. The complete CPC manufacturing process is explained in our previous work [15], in which the specifications of the ideal CPC shape for a POF glucose sensor were studied. For a total POF length of 35mm and taking into account restrictions in the CPC fabrication, a CPC with an output fiber diameter of 125 µm and a CPC length of 311 µm was chosen, for which a factor of 3 improvement in pick-up efficiency as compared to the plane-cut fiber tipped sensor, was predicted. An average improvement factor of 1.7 was found experimentally using the dummy sensor configuration described above [15].

In this paper, a new batch of 9 CPCs has been made by parabolic tapering of the fiber at 190°C, using the heat and pull method. The resulting tapers were then cut and polished to the above specified diameter to make a CPC tip as already shown in Figure 1(c). The CPC tips manufactured by this method were not completely uniform in shape. A general feature for example is that at the start of a CPC, the diameter increases to a certain maximum diameter before decreasing monotonically to the chosen diameter, as previously shown in Figure 1(c). Furthermore, the CPCs have a longer length than the ideal CPC length. While the fabricated CPCs have a non-ideal shape, the shape they do have is maintained for all 9 CPCs with a low standard deviation of the maximum diameter and the length.

D. Sensor Fabrication and Characterization

Each CPC-tipped fiber was first optically characterized three times for its increment factor in a dummy sensor configuration using the optical setup described above. In between each measurement with the same CPC-tipped fiber it was cleaned and inserted in a new cuvette with a fresh assay from the same volume of chemistry. The three repetitions provide a reasonable statistical average and therefore reduce the effect of coupling variations.

After characterization in the dummy sensor configuration, each fiber was cleaned and used to make a real glucose sensor, where a glucose permeable membrane of 65 µm thickness with a 5 mm length and 250µm inner diameter, was bonded to the fiber to make an assay compartment. The bonding takes up a certain length, so that the final compartment length was about 2.05mm, as seen in Figure 2(a). Using a syringe with a 34 Gauge needle with an inner/outer diameter of 83/184µm the compartment was then partly filled with a fixed volume of 50 nL of the assay and sealed from the other end. The reason to use 5mm rather long membranes is to have efficient filling and sealing. The sensors were then pressurized in a buffer solution of pH 7.02 for 24 hours. Pressurization was done by closing the tip of syringe (inner diameter 15.6mm) by melting.
filling it half with the buffer solution containing the sensor, and pressing the piston in to half the air volume, giving ideally a pressure of 2 bars. Putting the sensors in the buffer solution diluted the assay, as the buffer solution enters the compartment through the membrane and therefore fills it completely. Pressurization is required to remove any air bubbles inside the compartment during dilution of the assay. For performance comparison, two sensors have also been made using plane-cut fiber tips.

The real sensors were then characterized for their increment factor using the same optical setup as for the dummy sensor characterization, shown in Figure 3. The increment factor is here defined as the ratio of the detected intensity of the real CPC-tipped sensor and the real plane-cut sensor at 618nm.

The CPC-tipped real glucose sensors [Figure 2(a)] were then characterized for their glucose response. For glucose measurements, the sensors were placed in a buffer solution of two known glucose concentrations of 40mg/dL and 400mg/dL at 37 °C, to emulate the human body temperature in an in-vitro experiment. The output intensity spectrum of the sensors is measured first for the low glucose concentration at different times of 20, 40 and 60 minutes. The spectrum remained the same for all measurements, which indicates that the sensor reached equilibrium in 20 mins or less. The same procedure is then repeated for high glucose concentration.

It should be noted that the response time of the sensor can be further reduced by reducing the glucose permeable compartment wall thickness and thus allowing the faster diffusion of the glucose into the assay.

III. RESULTS

The recorded spectrum for the real sensors when characterized in no glucose concentration is shown in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the increment factor for both dummy and real sensors. Figure 4(d) shows the fluorescence spectrum of a sensor with a plane cut tip and of two selected CPC-tipped sensors at different glucose concentrations.

It is interesting to note from Figure 4(b) that the increment factor for some of the real sensors deviates from that found from the dummy sensors. Ideally the increment factor should be the same for the real and dummy sensors. From Figure 4(b), we note that the real CPC 6 sensor showed no increment. A close analysis of this sensor showed that there were bubbles in front of the CPC tip, as shown in Figure 4(c), which means that they were not completely dissolved in the assay during pressurization. This results in a low detected intensity because of the reduced amount of assay for interrogation in front of the fiber tip. This sensor is therefore discarded in the further analysis.

As mentioned in our previous work, because of the variation in the maximum diameter and the CPC length due to fabrication process limitations, the maximum increment factor of 3 is not achieved and the increment factor for the CPCs varies. The average increment factor for the complete batch of CPC-tipped sensors (the real CPC 6 sensor omitted) is 1.7 for both the real and the dummy sensors, separately.

We evaluate that the deviation in the increment factor between real and dummy sensors is primarily due to the
difference in the overall assay concentration. Even though the sensors are initially filled with the same volume of assay, the final concentration of the assay, after pressurization and dilution, may vary due to a difference in compartment length of the sensors. One reason for the variation in compartment length is due to the manual process of sliding the membrane onto the fiber for bonding, which makes it difficult to keep a constant length of the bonded zone (see Figure 2(a)).

To study the correlation between the increment factor and the compartment length we made detailed measurements of the compartment length of all 8 sensors and calculated the two-parameter Pearson’s correlation coefficient between them to be 0.7. This shows a strong and positive correlation, given that the assay volume and the plane-cut sensor used for the increment factor calculations are fixed, which can explain the deviation in the increment factor compared to the dummy sensors.

IV. DISCUSSION

In our earlier work [15] we demonstrated that limitations in the current tapering fabrication process of the CPC were the reason behind fluctuations in the CPC geometry and thereby the reason for not achieving the predicted ideal increment factor of 3.0. There is thus a clear route towards achieving the optimum CPC shape and the optimum performance of the CPC tipped sensor by improving the fabrication process.

Our results here have shown that the increment factor of 1.7 obtained by using CPC fiber tips in dummy sensors are maintained in in-vitro glucose sensor operation, as shown in Figure 4(b). This indicates that the CPC tipped fibers can be used just like plane-cut fiber tips for real-time glucose measurements, but with the advantage of an increased fluorescence signal and thus an increased signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor. This increase can directly enhance the detection limit whereas the sensitivity of the sensor will remain the same.

Alternatively the more efficient CPC tipped fiber can be used to reduce the optical power delivered by the light source in the sensors, if the current signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient. This reduction in optical power can reduce the sensor drift in continuous operation by reducing the photobleaching effect and thereby increase the sensor performance. The reduced power of the light source in the sensor will reduce the electrical power consumption and thereby increase the battery lifetime, reduce the battery size, thus further miniaturizing the portable reader unit for glucose sensing.

Our results have here demonstrated that the main reason for the observed difference between dummy sensor and real glucose sensor performance lies in the accurate bonding process of the assay compartment to the fiber, which gives slightly varying compartment lengths and thereby slightly different concentrations. However, this is just a matter of comparing two sensors working on the same concentration and is not a limitation on the operation of the CPC tipped sensor, which still can achieve the predicted optimum improvement in performance as compared to the plane-cut fiber sensor.

V. CONCLUSION

We made CPC tipped fiber based glucose sensors and characterized them for their increment in fluorescence pick-up efficiency in in-vitro glucose sensor operation. An increment factor of 1.7, as compared to the same sensor using a plane-cut fiber tip, was demonstrated in real sensor operation. Our results further demonstrate that the optimum increment factor, which is 3.0 in the particular fiber sensor design used here, can be achieved by optimizing the CPC fabrication process to repeatedly fabricate the ideal CPC shape.
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